Sentence practise with khabar and without khabar

Difference between noun and adjective in Arabic
'Does he have a University degree'.
Adjective -  يAl Nisbah
mows

ooftsifah
Noun

In English University is used for noun as well as a adjective
Eg : That is a University professor ----- it is used as an adjective
'Does he have have a degree of university' ----> هل له شهادةُ جاِمَعٍة
M 1- MI

Noun

Adjective

-----> He has a degree

-----> He has

Mubtada ( since it’s Nakirah it's supposed
to be delayed)

.

Khabar

Mubtada

-------> I have a question

Mubtada

MBK

Also mubtada remains same when we use  كانbut it's K-habar if any changes to
Nasb

-----> Nouman was sitting

------> He does not have a degree
------> He has a degree

------> He might have a degree
Mubtada
... does not change.
-----> He will have a degree
----> He will not have a degree
-----> He did not have a degree

Note : ٌ شهادةis feminine but  كان/ ليسetc did not change to feminine boz
when Ism of kaana is far away,it's the convinience that the Arabic Grammer
allows it to remain masculine.
If it was :-

Feminine
----> Fatima is sitting
--

-----> Fatima was sitting
( Ism of  كانis near so it is feminine

Feminine

------> Nouman has a daughter
M

MBK

-----> Nouman does not have a daughter
( Mubtada so Raf. Since Mubtada is far away  ليسdid
not change to feminine - convinience in Arabic)
mubtada

----> I have a question
m

MBK
-----> I don't have a question

-----> I had a question

-----> I did not have a question

-----> I might have a question
-----> I will not have a question

mubtada-----> I am a teacher
-----> I was a teacher

Khabar of kaana Nast

-----> I am not a teacher

-----> I was not a teacher

-----> I will not be a teacher
-----> I might be a teacher
-----> I will be a teacher
-----> I will become a teacher

MBK

-----> Mohammed has a teacher

/
m

-----> Mohammed does not have a teacher

-----> Mohammed has a teacher

-----> Mohammed did not have a teacher

----> Mohammed will not have a teacher
-----> Mohammed will have a teacher

M

MBK

So here since there is no khabar there wont be any change when  كان/  ليسetc
are added to it.
-----> The issue is disagreed upon
MBK

K

M

-----> The issue is not disagreed upon

Khabar

m

(Nas b)
-----> The issue was disagreed upon
-----> In this issue there is disagreement

M

MBK

-----> There is no disagreement in this issue

-----> There was disagreement in this issue

-----> Ibrahim has a child /b'oy

☆

-----> And he was a good child

he was
-----> The child was good
K

☆

M

Since no Raf here means no outside doer therefore we take hua which is
inside  كانwhen translating
Now here we have  الَولُدas ism of  كانwhich is Raf'

-----> It's time for salah
-----> It's time for a break

-----> It's time for lessons /class
-----> It's time to end the fast

